UCCA Humanitarian Update #10

As of April 30, 2022
Individual First Aid Kits - IFAKs

UCCA continues to invest in saving lives.

Working with our partners – Ukraine Friends, KOACORE and Fortune 500 medical suppliers – UCCA is getting as many IFAKs as possible to those who need them as quickly as possible.
Partnering with Operation White Stork

On the return trip from delivering IFAKs to the frontlines, Operation White Stork evacuates Ukrainians from the combat zones.

Over 7,000 Ukrainians have been evacuated to Airbnb accommodations in Krakow, Poland, thanks to Airbnb’s $10million donation.
UCCA Ordered & Delivered for Battalion in Kharkiv

450 pieces of body armor
250 helmets
15 high-end night vision pieces
UCCA Continues its partnership and support of AICM Ukraine

to procure and distribute medicine, pharmaceutical and basic necessities to hospitals, isolated communities and the most vulnerable.

[Please click the video on the right]
UCCA packs 2\textsuperscript{nd} 40’ container with 21 pallets of Humanitarian Aid and it departs NJ Warehouse for Ukraine
UCCA’s Humanitarian Aid constantly flows into Ukraine
UCCA maintains its Support of Kyiv’s Territorial Defense Units by delivering:

- Warm gear
- Boots
- Medicines
- Food
UCCA Continues to Support those on Democracy’s Frontlines

Delivering communications systems, including satellite phones

[Click video on right]
UCCA Grateful...

for Mr. Peter Chernyshov, who auctioned off a painting online by the former Head of the National Bank of Ukraine, Valeriya Hontareva.

The auction raised 10,000 USD that was donated for UCCA’s support of a Batallion in Kharkiv.
UCCA Making a Difference...

Delivering vital medical aid and life-saving supplies directly to the front lines and to others that need it.

[click video to the right]